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In the Eyes of The Beholders: A Social Influence Signal Detection Theory of Discrimination
Detection
Discrimination represents an exigent threat to employee psychological and physiological
health and well-being. Recent meta-analyses have suggested that the impact of discrimination
depends largely on the perception of discrimination rather than the type of discrimination (e.g.,
subtle vs. overt; Lui & Quezada, 2019; Jones, et al., 2016). Therefore, understanding how
employees detect discrimination is important for representing how it can impact employee wellbeing and safety. Existing investigations of discrimination perception largely focus on the
perception of employee behavior as discriminatory based on whether the behavioral content
matches legal criteria or fits into existing taxonomies of discrimination (e.g., Sue’s taxonomy of
microaggressions; Sue et al., 2007). Although this approach has substantially advanced our
understanding of discrimination perceptions, several challenges remain. First, this approach
implies that there exists a stable set of criteria based on societal perceptions that define
discrimination; however, societal perceptions of discrimination shift over time, thereby shifting
criteria for discrimination (Williams, 2020; Sue, 2017). Current representations of discrimination
perceptions are ill-equipped to integrate these types of issues because they largely treat
perceptions as static, with specific behaviors fitting into the existing discrimination criteria
consistently over time. Finally, this approach does not incorporate the social nature of
perceptions. Modern discrimination is characterized by subtle and ambiguous intent leaving
employees with little concrete proof of discrimination (Hebl et al., 2020); in such cases,
employees often make judgments based on the decisions of those that they trust (Salancik &
Pfeffer, 1978). To address these conceptual challenges, we present a dynamic social relations
theory of the discrimination detection process whereby employees perceive discrimination as a

function of their individual characteristics, the content of the discriminatory behavior, and the
perceptions of those in their network (Figure 1).
Specifically, we integrate signal detection theory with social networks literature, and
extant discrimination perception research. In our framework, individuals seek to reduce
information asymmetry between each other through signaling (Connelly et al., 2011).
Discrimination detection occurs when receivers of signals make judgments about the signalers
sending signals. Therefore, detection is a function of receiver characteristics (i.e., traits), signal
characteristics, and characteristics of the receiver’s social network. Specifically, we focus on
receiver traits that reflect their viewpoints about themselves (identity centrality; Sellers et al.,
2001) and the world (belief in a just world; Lipkus & Siegler, 1993). Additionally, we represent
the quality of a signal based on its intensity, its consistency with the receiver’s schema for
discrimination, its frequency, and the level of ambiguity for the signaler’s intent (i.e., noise;
Feldman-Barrett & Swim, 1998). Receivers’ judgments about the signal are then influenced
through the judgments of those in their network with whom they share strong ties (Xu & Frank,
2021). Finally, this process is dynamic as we incorporate prior perceptions made by the receiver,
and how feedback regarding prior perceptions of discrimination influence the receiver’s current
perceptions.
Through this dynamic representation, we can demonstrate how receivers reach a stable
perception of others (i.e., an equilibrium perception) across repeated interactions with signalers
and how this equilibrium perception remains robust to signals that are strongly discriminatory or
anti-discriminatory (Figure 2). This can explain why perceptions of signalers that have been
branded as discriminatory (or conversely as inclusive) are difficult to change through single
events. Additionally, using an influence model of social relationships, we can demonstrate how

receivers make judgments based on the perceptions of others in their network. In this fashion, we
can represent changes in group perceptions over time as well. Specifically, we can represent a
consensus process occurring within groups as individuals converge on a shared perception;
conversely, we can also demonstrate a divergence process whereby receiver perceptions diverge
from each other, yielding subgroups and/or truly idiosyncratic perceptions (Figure 3). This can
help explain how the criteria for discriminatory actions shift over time within society. Finally, we
are able to present these extensions to existing discrimination perception research within a
framework that also incorporates individual differences. Since we formalize our theory within a
set of equations, we provide evidence for these claims in a series of simulations that provide
generative sufficiency for our theory. Lastly, we close with some directions for future research.
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Figure 1. Representing the social influence signal detection process of discrimination detection.
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Figure 2. Example of short- and long-run intraindividual trajectories before and after different types of shocks.
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Figure 3. Consensus and divergence in discrimination detection to the same signal over time within the social network.
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Note: distributions in pink represent distributions of discrimination detection for Group A receivers whereas distributions in blue
represent distributions of discrimination detection for Group B receivers. The corresponding social networks are displayed in the
upper right quadrant of the graphs, with nodes in blue representing receivers that detect discrimination and nodes in yellow
representing receivers that do not detect discrimination.

